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Abstract—Refactoring is crucial in the development process of
traditional programs as well as advanced Web applications. In
a dynamic Web application, multiple versions of client code in
HTML and JavaScript are dynamically generated from server-
side code at run time for different usage scenarios. Toward
understanding refactoring for dynamic Web code, we conducted
an empirical study on several PHP-based Web applications. We
found that Web developers perform a new type of refactoring that
is specific to PHP-based dynamic Web code and pertain to output
client-side code. After such a refactoring, the server-side code is
more compact and modular with less amount of embedded and
inline client-side HTML/JS code, or produces more standard-
conforming client-side code. However, the corresponding output
client-side code of the server code before and after the refactoring
provides the same external behavior. We call it output-oriented
refactoring. Our finding in the study motivates us to build
WebDyn, an automatic tool for dynamicalizing refactorings.
When performing on a portion of server-side code (which
might contain both PHP and embedded/inline HTML/JS code),
WebDyn detects the repeated and varied parts in that code
portion and produces dynamic PHP code that creates the same
client-side code. Our empirical evaluation on several projects
showed WebDyn’s accuracy in such automated refactorings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Refactoring refers to source code restructuring for better
software quality. It is important during the development of
traditional programs as well as advanced Web applications. In
a dynamic Web program, multiple versions of client-side code
in HTML and JavaScript (JS) are dynamically generated at run
time from server code written in a host language, e.g. PHP,
for different usage scenarios. Client-side program entities are
often embedded in string literals and/or computed via several
statements in server-side code.

While several existing tools support refactoring on the tra-
ditional programs, there is still limited automated refactoring
support for dynamic Web code. Toward studying refactoring
in dynamic Web code, we have conducted an empirical study
on four PHP-based Web applications. We manually checked
a total of 2,664 revisions. We have found that developers
have performed a special kind of refactoring that is very
specific to dynamic Web programs. After such a refactoring,
the server-side code is more compact and modular with
less amount of embedded and inline client-side HTML/JS
code, or produces more standard-conforming client-side code.
However, the corresponding output client-side code of the

server code before and after the refactoring provides the same
external behavior. For example, they often replace a portion
of HTML/JS code embedded or inlined within PHP server
code with new PHP code that produces the same client-side
code. They also replace a long fragment of server code in both
PHP and inline HTML/JS with more dynamic code in PHP
that creates the same client-side code. Another popular type
of refactoring occurs when developers refactor client-side code
that is embedded within PHP strings. For example, to make
their HTML/JS code conform to Web code standards [25],
developers change a tag name or add/delete opening/closing
tags in HTML code embedded in a PHP string. We call those
operations output-oriented refactorings.

In total, we found 11 output-oriented refactoring operations,
which are classified into 5 categories depending on their
purposes: 1) dynamicalization (e.g. replacing inline HTML/JS
code with a PHP fragment or function), 2) re-structuring
server-side and client-side code (e.g. extracting and moving
server code and inline JS code), 3) renaming embedded
HTML/JS elements, 4) standardizing embedded HTML code
(e.g. adding proper tags), and 5) refactoring for separation of
concerns (e.g. separating JS code for control logic from HTML
code for presentation). Our finding calls for automated tools
to support output-oriented refactorings.

We also introduce WebDyn, a refactoring tool that supports
dynamicalization refactorings. After a user selects a code
portion in a PHP file (which might contain both PHP and
embedded HTML/JS code), it will check the pre-condition
of the dynamicalization refactoring such as whether it is
syntactically correct and contains repetitive code. If the pre-
condition holds, WebDyn will analyze the selected portion of
code in order to partition and parameterize it. Then, it produces
the resulting dynamic PHP code based on the detected partition
and its parameterization. In our prior work [16], [17], we have
developed a tool for embedded code renaming and standard-
ization refactorings. Refactorings for re-structuring server and
client code and for separations of concerns will be parts of our
future work. Our empirical evaluation on real-world projects
showed that WebDyn achieves 100% accuracy in automatic
dynamicalization refactorings. Our key contributions include:

1. An empirical study that motivates tool support for output-
oriented refactoring operations in dynamic Web applications,

2. WebDyn, an automated output-oriented refactoring tool,
3. An empirical evaluation to show WebDyn’s accuracy.
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<select name="StartMM_int" size="1">

<OPTION VALUE="1" 

<?php if(@date("m", $start_date) == 1){?>

selected<?php }?>>Jan

<OPTION VALUE="2" 

<?php if(@date("m", $start_date) == 2){?>

selected<?php }?>>Feb

...

<OPTION VALUE="11" 

<?php if(@date("m", $start_date) == 11){?>

selected<?php }?>>Nov

<OPTION VALUE="12" 

<?php if(@date("m", $start_date) == 12){?>

selected<?php }?>>Dec

</select>

210

211

212

221

222

223

a) File modules/projects/addedit.php at rev 93

$months = array('', 'Jan', 'Feb', 'Mar', 'Apr', 

'Mar','Jun','Jul','Aug','Sep','Oct','Nov','Dec');

...

<?php echo arraySelect( $months, 

'StartMM_int', 'size=1', 

@date("m", $start_date) ); ?>

58

208

b) File modules/projects/addedit.php at rev 94

function arraySelect(&arr, $name, $attribs, 

$selected) {

reset( $arr );

$s = "<select name=\"$name\" $attribs>";

while (list( $k, $v ) = each($arr)) {

$s .= '<option value="' . $k. '"'

. ($k == $selected ? ' selected' : '') 

. '>' . $v;

}

$s .= '</select>';

return $s;

}

36
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44

c) File includes/main_function.php

Fig. 1. Making embedded HTML code become dynamic

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

Let us describe a few examples motivating our approach.
The first example is from a Web page in dotProject [23]. The
page allows users to add or edit the information on a new or
existing project such as its name, start date, target/actual end
date, target/actual budget, status, and description.

At revision 93, the server-side PHP code that generates the
drop-down list for selecting the start month is shown in Figure 1a
(lines 210-223). The drop-down list is specified via the HTML
<select> element. Each choice of month in the list is specified
via an HTML <option> element (lines 211-222). The attribute
value contains the month data (1, 2, etc.) that will be submitted
to the server. The text following the opening <OPTION> tag
(Jan, Feb, etc.) will be displayed in the users’ browsers.

In dotProject, drop-down lists are widely used and appear
in many places for selecting different types of values such as
days, months and years. Since the HTML structures for drop-
down lists are standard, the PHP code portions generating them
are very similar from place to place. Thus, function arraySelect

was introduced to modularize the code generating drop-down
lists (Figure 1c). This function takes as input an array, a name
of the <select> tag, other attributes of the <select>, and a
default selected value in the drop-down list. It will produce an
HTML <select> element having the given name and attributes,
and containing a drop-down list of <option>’s whose values
and texts are the (index, value) pairs in the input array.

At revision 94, the code generating the <select> element
for the start month in Figure 1 was replaced by a call to the
function arraySelect (line 208, Figure 1b). The static, inline
HTML code portions in the list of <option> elements at lines
211-222 (Figure 1a) were replaced by the PHP code with an
array initialization at line 58 of Figure 1b and a while loop
in the function arraySelect (lines 39-41, Figure 1c). The echo

statements are used to print the string values to the output
stream, which will be parsed by users’ browsers. The resulting
drop-down list is still the same, however, the corresponding
HTML code is now dynamically generated via PHP.

This illustrates a popular and yet specific refactoring in
dynamic Web applications in which a portion of static client-
side code is replaced with a portion of server-side code that dy-

<script ...> …

function MailSelection() {

…

location.href = 

"mailto:" + addresses;

}

…

</script>

…

echo "<td>

<a href='mailto:$email'>...

19

32

53

54

55

169

getMailer()

a) File index.php rev 22 to 23

$mailers['standard']="mailto:";

$mailers['gmail']="...mail.google...";

$mailers['yahoo']="...mail.yahoo….";

$mailers['hotmail']="...hotmail...";

function getMailer() {

global $mailers;

if(isset($mailers[getPref('mailer')])

return $mailers[getPref('mailer')];

else 

return "mailto:";

}
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b) File include/mailer.inc.php rev 23

Fig. 2. Replacing embedded client-side code with a function call

namically generates the same corresponding client-side code.
We call this kind of refactoring dynamicalizing. Figure 1
shows such a dynamicalizing change to the HTML code for
the start month. We also observed the similar dynamicalizing
changes to the HTML code for the start day and year, and the
end day/month/year (not shown).

Another kind of change at the revision 94 is that the tag
name OPTION and attribute name VALUE were changed to
lowercase. Since HTML is not case-sensitive, this does not
change the semantic of the generated client code. However, it
is recommended by W3C [25] that the tag names and attribute
names should be in lowercase. Thus, this type of change makes
the code conform to the standard while maintaining the same
semantic. We call it standardization refactoring.

Our second example is taken from the main page of Address

Book project [24]. This page uses mailto URI schema to create
a mailto clickable link/button that allows users to activate the
local mail client for composing a new message. At revision 23,
to support other popular mailers, the function getMailer (line 6,
Figure 2b) was introduced to get the mailer corresponding to
the current configuration. Then, all the embedded client code
“mailto:” were replaced with the calls to function getMailer.

Discussions. In a dynamic Web application, the client-side
code is dynamically generated from the server-side code. The
content of the client-side code in HTML/JS is embedded in
PHP string literals and is print’ed/echo’ed to the output stream
via executing a sequence of PHP statements. In addition to
refactoring PHP code as in single-language code, developers
also perform refactoring operations that pertain to the output
client-side HTML/JS code. When a developer wants to refactor
such client-side code, (s)he either (1) modifies/re-structures the
corresponding generating server-side PHP code, or (2) directly
modifies the values of PHP strings.

The examples of case (1) include dynamicalizing of static
HTML code (Figure 1) and replacing a portion of embedded
client-side code with a function call (Figure 2). The program
structure and elements before and after the refactoring could
be very different, e.g. a part of an inline HTML becomes
a while loop with several echo and if statements. However,
the corresponding output client-side code provides the same
external behavior. These types of refactoring are specific to
dynamic Web programming with server- and client-side code.
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The refactoring that replaces embedded code portion with a
function in Figure 2 is different in nature from the traditional
method extraction. First, any portion of inline HTML/JS code
(e.g. a portion of a PHP string literal) can be made dynamic
regardless of whether it is syntactically well-formed, since it is
the output of the execution on PHP code. In contrast, method
extraction on a single-language program must be performed
only on syntactically correct portions of code. Second, in
traditional method extraction, the extracted code is mostly un-
changed in the new method. In Web programs, the body of the
new function has different code structures than the embedded
code portion as in Figure 2, yet still produces the same output.

An example of case (2) is the capitalization of the tag and
attribute names of the HTML <option> elements as in Figure 1.
Since they are embedded as substrings in PHP literals, a
refactoring tool must consider the syntax and semantics of
the corresponding client code, which might appear as valid
HTML code only at run time.

In brief, before and after such refactoring, the corresponding
output client-side code of the server code provides the same
external behavior. We call them output-oriented refactoring.

III. IMPORTANT CONCEPTS

The above examples illustrate the following important con-
cepts used in our work on dynamic Web code refactoring.

Definition 1: A Server Code Fragment is a continuous
sequence of well-formed program elements in the server code
that is executed on the server side.

The lines 38-42 of Figure 1c form a server code fragment.
All PHP statements in this fragment are well-formed: a while

loop and the statements in its body, and two assignments.

Definition 2: A Client Code Fragment is a continuous
sequence of well-formed program elements in the generated
client-side code that is executed on the client’s browser(s).

For example, the generated code of the HTML <select>

element from Figure 1a is an HTML client code fragment.

Definition 3: An Embedded Client Code Fragment is a
portion of client code embedded in a string literal or in an
inline client code fragment within server code.

For example, PHP code for the opening tag of the HTML
<select> element at line 210 in Figure 1a is an embedded client
code fragment since it is a portion of the inline HTML code in
the server page addedit.php. The sub-strings ‘select’ and ‘name’

at line 38 of Figure 1c are embedded client code fragments
since they are portions of a string literal written in PHP code.
From the definition and examples, note that 1) an embedded
client code fragment is embedded in server code, and 2) it
might contain a syntactically ill-formed program element in
HTML or JS, i.e. any portion of embedded client code can
be an embedded client code fragment, regardless of its well-
formedness with respect to HTML and JS languages.

Definition 4: A Source Slice 𝑆 is a list of server code frag-
ments and/or embedded client code fragments that generate a
client code fragment (i.e. a continuous portion of client code).
The client code that 𝑆 generates is denoted by Output(𝑆).

TABLE I
SUBJECT SYSTEMS

System Tot. Revs Ch. Revs Files LOC Avg.

AddressBook 467 1-467 103 19K 184
DotProject 5,591 1-530 769 201K 261
PhpFusion 2,713 1,800-2,100 795 91K 114
PostfixAdmin 1,367 1-1,367 252 50K 198

We use Output(𝑆) ≃ Output(𝑅) (“equivalent”) to denote that
the client code of 𝑆 and 𝑅 has the same behavior.

A source slice consists of one or multiple fragments. In line
211 of Figure 1a, the HTML code for the <OPTION> element
is generated by a source slice that consists of three fragments:
an inline HTML (<OPTION VALUE=”1”), an if statement, and
another inline HTML (Jan). A source slice is not necessarily
continuous. For example, lines 58 and 208 in Figure 1b form
a source slice since they produce an HTML element <select>

that is the same as the ouput of the source slice in Figure 1a.

Definition 5: An Embedded Identifier of a client-side pro-
gram element is a location in the server code corresponding to
the definition or a reference of that element in the client-side
code. When the context is clear, it is called either embedded
declaration or embedded reference.

We are interested in three kinds of client-side elements:
HTML elements, JS functions and variables; all can be defined
and referred to via names. For instance, StartMM int (line 210,
Figure 1b) is an embedded identifier since it is used to generate
the name of an HTML <select> element.

IV. AN EMPIRICAL STUDY

To learn more on output-oriented refactoring, we conducted
an empirical study on several real-world Web applications. We
aimed to answer the following research questions:

Q1. What types of output-oriented refactoring operations
were performed in a dynamic Web application?

Q2. What is the frequency of each refactoring operation?

A. Subject Systems and Experimental Setup

We collected many revisions of four open-source PHP-based
Web applications from sourceforge.net (Table I). Column Tot.

Revs shows the number of revisions in the history of each
subject system. The last three columns show the numbers of
PHP server files and lines of code, and the average numbers
of lines of code per file for the latest revision of a system.
For each system, we used TortoiseSVN differencing tool to
examine all changes that were made between consecutive
revisions during its evolution. Of all changes, we manually
identified those that are output-oriented refactoring operations,
in which server code is modified but the respective client code
of the PHP code portions involved in the change provides the
same behavior. In total, we manually checked 2,664 revisions.

B. Categories of Output-oriented Refactoring Operations

In our result, we were able to confirm the existence of 11
output-oriented refactoring operations in PHP-based dynamic
Web applications: after such a refactoring, the corresponding
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output client code provides the same external behavior. We
classified them into 5 categories depending on their purposes.
Let us describe them first and their numbers in the systems.

1. Dynamicalization Refactoring Operations. The refactor-
ing operations of this category change the way client-side code
is generated, thus, could improve the maintainability of an ap-
plication. Importantly, the output client-side code has the same
behavior. For example, one could replace the inline HTML
code by a portion of PHP code that generates the same HTML
code. Or, one could consolidate the server-side duplicate code
by adding a parameterized function and replacing the portions
of such duplicate code by the invocations of that function. The
followings will define those refactoring operations.

Refactoring 1: Dynamicalizing refactoring operation re-
places a source slice containing repeated code (i.e. generating
similar client code fragments) by another source slice that
generates the same output, however, with less embedded code.

Input: A code portion 𝑆 in the server side
Pre: isSourceSlice(𝑆) ∧ hasRepetition(𝑆)
Output: A source slice 𝑇 is added, 𝑆 is removed
Post: Output(𝑇 ) = Output(𝑆) ∧ lessInlineCode(𝑇 ,𝑆)

An example of this refactoring is in Figure 1: twelve
similar code fragments for generating the <options>s for 12
months are replaced by one while loop at lines 39-41 of
Figure 1c. Dynamicalization refactoring is used to improve
code maintainability. For example, in Figure 1a, if one wanted
to add the missing closing tag </option>s, (s)he would have to
touch 12 lines of code. However, in Figure 1c, this task can be
done by simply concatenating ‘</option>’ to the end of line 40.

Refactoring 2: Replacing with Function Call replaces
embedded code by a function call generating the same output.

Input: A server-side code portion 𝐶 and function 𝐹
Pre: isEmbeddedCode(𝐶) ∧ exists(𝐹 )
Output: A call to function 𝐹 is added, 𝐶 is removed
Post: Output(𝐹 ) = 𝐶

The pre-condition for this operation is that the selected
portion 𝐶 in the server code must be an embedded client
code fragment (Definition 3) and function 𝐹 exists. After this
refactoring, a call to the function 𝐹 is created to replace 𝐶.

This refactoring is similar to the traditional Method Extrac-
tion, however it differs in nature as explained in Section II.

2. Extracting and Moving Refactoring Operations. De-
velopers generally use the refactoring of this category to
re-structure the server code. To keep the external behavior
unchanged, those refactorings are performed in a way that
their output client-side code is the same after the refactorings.

Refactoring 3: Server Code Extraction refactoring ex-
tracts a source slice in a server file into a new server file
which is dynamically included from the old file at run time.

Input: A server file 𝐹 and a source slice 𝑆
Pre: isSourceSlice(𝑆) ∧ (𝑆 ∈ 𝐹 )
Output: A newly extracted file 𝐺 and a changed file 𝐹 ′

Post: (Output(𝐹 ′) = Output(𝐹 )) ∧ (Output(𝐺) = Out-

put(𝑆)) ∧ (𝐺 ⊃ 𝑆) ∧ (𝐹 ′ does not contain
code in 𝐺 but has an include/require to 𝐺)

The post condition Output(𝐹 ′) = Output(𝐹 ) is specified to

keep the generated client-side code, i.e. the external behavior
of 𝐹 to the users, unchanged. Output(𝐺) = Output(𝑆) guarantees
that 𝐺 is the file containing the extracted code 𝑆.

Refactoring 4: JS Code Moving moves inline JS code
within a <script> element (a JS embedded client-side code
fragment) from one place to another one in the same file.

Input: A selected <script> element 𝐽 containing a
piece of JS code, and a file 𝑆 containing 𝐽

Pre: (𝐽 ∈ 𝑆) ∧ containJScode(𝐽)
Output: 𝑆 becomes 𝑆′ containing 𝐽 at another place
Post: Output(𝑆) = Output(𝑆′)

While server code extraction is used to re-organize server
code itself, developers also want to re-structure client code
that is embedded within the server one to improve software
modularity. This JS code moving refactoring is used to re-
structure JS control logic code in client-side code, e.g. moving
JS control code closer to its associated HTML elements.

3. Renaming Refactoring Operations. Developers change
the names of program elements to make them more suitable.
Besides the renaming of PHP variables, we found the renaming
of the embedded identifiers of HTML/JS elements including
HTML elements (form, input), and JS variables or functions.
This section explains only renaming of embedded HTML/JS
elements since they are specific to dynamic Web code.

For example, one might want to change the name of the
<select> element at line 210 in Figure 1 from StartMM int to
StartMM. In Figure 1a, this task involves parsing the embedded
HTML code to recognize the value of attribute name in tag
<select>. In Figure 1b, it also involves parsing the body of
function arraySelect to understand that the value passed to the
second parameter is the name of tag <select>.

Refactoring 5: Client-side Element Renaming changes
the name of a client-side program element and updates its
embedded identifiers within the server code.

Input: The client-side element 𝑜 and a name 𝑛
Pre: clientElement(𝑜) ∧ (¬∃ 𝑜′: 𝑜.𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 = 𝑜′.𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒,

𝑜.𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒 = 𝑜′.𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒, 𝑜′.𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 𝑛)
Output: The client-side element 𝑜 has new name 𝑛
Post: All embedded identifiers of 𝑜 are renamed

to 𝑛

4. Standardization Refactoring Operations. Developers use
this category of refactorings to make the embedded client code
conform to important coding standards/guidelines for Web lan-
guages. For example, a HTML page should conform to the
W3C syntactical rules [25]. These refactorings make changes
to embedded or inline client-side code within server code.

Refactoring 6: Lowercase HTML Tag/Attribute Name
changes the HTML tag name to lower-case.

Input: An HTML tag/attribute name 𝑇
Pre: (isHTMLTag(𝑇 ) ∨ isHTMLAttribute(𝑇 )) ∧

hasAnUppercaseChar(𝑇 )
Output: A new HTML tag/attribute name 𝑁
Post: 𝑁 = lowercase(𝑇 )

An example of this refactoring is shown in Figure 1. The
uppercase names of the tag OPTION and attribute VALUE in
Figure 1a were changed to lowercase at line 40 of Figure 1c.
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Refactoring 7: Quoting HTML Attribute Value adds the
enclosing quotation marks to an HTML attribute’s value.

Input: An HTML attribute value 𝑉
Pre: isHTMLAttr(𝑇 ) ∧ (¬ 𝑇 .startWith(“′′”) ∨

¬ 𝑇 .endWith(“′′”))
Output: A new HTML attribute value 𝑁
Post: 𝑁 = “𝑉 ”

Refactoring 8: Encoding Special Character replaces a
special character in the textual content of HTML code with
an encoded control string defined by HTML standard.

Input: A special character 𝑐
Pre: isSpecialChar(𝑐) ∧ isInATextElement(𝑐)
Output: A string 𝑠
Post: 𝑠 = encodeString(𝑐)

Refactoring 9: Adding Closing Tag refactoring adds a
proper HTML closing tag for a given opening tag.

Input: An opening tag 𝑇
Pre: ¬∃ 𝐶: 𝐶= isClosingTag(𝑇 )
Output: A closing tag 𝐶 is added
Post: 𝐶= isClosingTag(𝑇 )

For example, all opening <OPTION>s in Figure 1a missed
closing </OPTION>s. They were fixed later in revision 530.
Popular browsers can tolerate those syntactical errors. How-
ever, such missing could cause serious errors [16].

5. Concern Separation Refactoring Operations. General
design guidelines recommend the principle of separation of
concerns. In dynamic Web applications, the HTML code for
presentation content (e.g. page structure or user interface
elements) is intermixed with the JS code for control logic (e.g.
input data validation or event handling), or intermixed with the
CSS code for presentation style (e.g. color, font, size, etc),
which violates that principle. We found several cases where
developers made changes to separate those three concerns.

Refactoring 10: Replacing HTML Style with CSS refac-
toring operation replaces the use of attribute style of an
HTML element by that of an attribute class referring to the
corresponding style defined in Cascading Style Sheets (CSS).

Input: The style attribute 𝑠 of an HTML element
Pre: 𝑠.𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 ∕= “”
Output: The class attribute 𝑐 of that HTML element
Post: 𝑐.𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠=css class ∧ isSamePres(𝑠, css class)

An example of this operation is: <p style = ”font-family:arial;

color:red; font-size:20px;”> A paragraph.</p>. A new CSS class is
created to specify the font and color, and referred from the
HTML code as in <p class=”new-css-class”>...</p>.

Refactoring 11: Extracting Inline Event Handler refac-
toring operation extracts the JS code for event handling from
the HTML code into a separate JS function.

Input: isEventHandler(𝐸) ∧ isJSCode(𝐽) ∧ (𝐸 = “𝐽”)
Pre: 𝐽 ∕= “”
Output: A JS function 𝐹 and a declaration that 𝐹 is

the handler for the event 𝐸
Post: (𝐽 ∈ 𝐹 ) ∧ (𝐸 = “𝐹”)

For example, a HTML form is defined as

1<form name=‘‘search’’ onSubmit=‘‘if (document.search.keys.value != ’’)
return true; return false ;’’ >...

To separate the HTML code for presentation from JS code for
control logic, one can extract that event handling code into
a separate function check and designate it as an event han-
dler: document.search.addEventListener(’submit’, check). The code
is now more extensible as check can be used for other events.

After a refactoring in Categories 4 and 5, we have Output(𝑆)
≃ Output(𝑇 ) (i.e., 𝑆 and 𝑇 , the code before and after a
refactoring, are equivalent, but not necessarily the same).

C. Results for Output-oriented Refactoring

In Table II, the columns from 1-11 show eleven types
of output-oriented refactoring operations. For each type, we
show both the counting number and percentage, as well
as the total number. As seen, the most common category
is Dynamicalization, which accounts for 65.2% of all output-
oriented refactoring operations that were performed. In this
category, Type 1—Dynamicalizing accounts for 62% of all the
refactorings. Renaming and standardizing refactoring opera-
tions are also common. For example, in AddressBook, 17%
of all refactorings are Quoting HTML attribute value (Refactoring

7); and in PostfixAdmin, 60% of the refactorings are Client-side

Element Renaming (Refactoring 5).

Threats to Validity. We manually checked the changes in the
subject systems, thus, human errors could occur. The chosen
systems and revisions might not be representative. Thus, some
output-oriented refactorings exist, however, were not found.
Implication. This result has an important implication. It
suggests the need of automated tool support for this special
output-oriented type of Web code refactoring.

To address that, we have developed WebDyn, an automatic
refactoring tool that supports dynamicalization refactorings.
Refactorings for Categories 2 and 5 will be parts of our future
work, while our prior work [16], [17], supports renaming for
embedded entities and standardization refactorings.

V. OUTPUT APPROXIMATION AND PARSING

To support dynamicalization refactorings, WebDyn needs to
determine the output of any portion of PHP server code and
understand the semantics of the client-side HTML/JS code in
that output. To determine the output of a PHP server page,
we use PhpSync [16] to symbolically run a PHP program
to create a tree-based representation, called D-model, which
approximates all possible textual outputs of the program.

Figure 3 shows an example of a D-model, which represents
the output of the PHP function arraySelect in Figure 1c. The
Concat root node of the D-model represents a concatenation of
multiple sub-strings, in which three are static string values
(represented by string literal nodes), two are unresolvable
values (represented by symbolic nodes), and one is a string
value computed via a loop (represented by the Repeat node).
D-model also contains Select nodes to represent alternative
versions of a string output value. For example, the Select in
this case represents two possible choices of having attribute
selected in the tag option or not. During symbolically executing
the PHP program, PhpSync records the mapping between each
D-model node and its corresponding location in the PHP code.
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TABLE II
REFACTORING OPERATIONS FOUND IN THE SUBJECT SYSTEMS

Dynamicalization Extract/Move Rename Standardizing Concept Sep.

System Sum 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

AddressBook (AB) 35 17 2 1 1 0 2 6 2 0 4 0
49% 6% 3% 3% 0% 6% 17% 6% 0% 11% 0%

DotProject (DP) 130 80 5 4 0 12 21 1 0 1 5 1
62% 4% 3% 1% 9% 16% 1% 0% 1% 4% 1%

PhpFusion (PF) 43 37 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0
86% 0% 0% 0% 9% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%

PostfixAdmin (PA) 10 1 0 1 0 6 0 0 2 0 0 0
10% 0% 10% 0% 60% 0% 0% 20% 0% 0% 0%

All Systems 218 135 7 6 1 22 23 9 4 1 9 1
62% 3.2% 2.8% 0.5% 10.1% 10.6% 4.1% 1.8% 0.5% 4.1% 0.5%

CONCAT

<select name=”

CONCAT

<option value=”
SELECT

˽selected

>

</select>

EMPTY

SYM ”˽ SYM

SYM SYM

REPEAT

”

Fig. 3. D-model for the output of function arraySelect in Figure 1c

This mapping will be used to find the location(s) in the server
code that generate a given portion of client-side code. Details
on D-model and its node types can be found in [16].

After building the D-model, WebDyn uses a customized
HTML parser [17] to identify HTML/JS elements in the output
client code. This parser takes as input the D-model of given
PHP code and produces the list of all HTML elements (with
the attribute names and values) embedded in the literal nodes
of the D-model. Those elements include the JS code contained
in HTML <script> elements or event handlers (e.g. onclick,
onload), which in turn are parsed by Eclipse’s JS parser.

VI. DYNAMICALIZING REFACTORING ALOGORITHM

Overview. Dynamicalization aims to reduce the repetitiveness
of a source slice by transforming it into code with a loop
that contains less embedded/inline code. Figure 4 shows our
tool running on the example in Figure 1. As seen, the original
source slice defines 12 repeated HTML options. Those option
tags have the same structure including an embedded HTML
code portion, a PHP code portion, and a text element. In those
definitions, all are repeated, except for three places: the option
values (ranging from “1” to “12”), the right operands of the
comparisons in the PHP if statements (running from 1 to 12),
and the text elements (“Jan”, “Feb”, etc). As seen, these 12
option tags are refactored into a for loop in which those values
are produced via the iteration variable $ index1 of that loop.
The text elements, which are not computable from $ index1,
are placed in an external array and retrieved using $ index1.

As seen in this example, WebDyn assumes the source slice
under refactoring generate multiple similar HTML elements
(e.g. the options in a selection box, the items in a list, the
cells in a table). Each element is generated by a partition of
the source slice. Those partitions have the same structure, and
differ only at some places. Thus, the main task of WebDyn
is to determine those partitions and the different places, and
then to replace those partitions by the code with a loop and
parameters to account for those differences.

Figure 5 illustrates the dynamicalization algorithm with four
key steps. First, it parses the PHP source file 𝐹𝑙 into an AST
𝑇 (line 2) and transforms 𝑇 so that embedded client-side code
is replaced by PHP echo statements for easier processing later
(line 3). Then, it checks whether the code portion 𝑆 that the
user selects is a source slice or not (line 4). If it is, WebDyn
extracts the forest in 𝑇 that corresponds to 𝑆 (line 5) and
performs the task of partitioning and parameterizing (line 6).
The result of that task is transformed into a for loop and
additional statements (e.g. a declaration of the parameter array)
(line 8), and is then unparsed into the source code in place of
the original 𝑆 (line 9). Let us describe those steps in details.

1) Step 1: Parsing and Transforming PHP code at the
Token Level: (lines 11-19) The purpose of this step has two
folds. First, it facilitates the detection of repetitive code at the
HTML token level during its partitioning and parameterization.
Second, it supports the cases where the users make a code
selection that covers parts of a string of a PHP literal node.

To achieve that, after parsing the PHP source file 𝐹𝑙 into an
AST tree 𝑇 , WebDyn transforms 𝑇 by replacing each literal
node 𝑙 of 𝑇 (which might contain embedded client-side code)
with a sequence of PHP echo statements (lines 11-19). To
detect the repetition at the code token level, WebDyn tokenizes
the content of the string literal in 𝑙 (lines 16-17) and creates
an echo statement for each token (line 18).

Let us take an example. Figure 7 shows the subtree for the
following PHP code (the same as line 211, Figure 1):

<OPTION VALUE=‘‘1’’ <?php if(date(‘‘m’’, $start date)==1){?>
selected<?php }?>>Jan

In Figure 7, the embedded code “<OPTION VALUE=“1”” is
the content of a literal node in the AST, which is tokenized
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Fig. 4. WebDyn: Dynamicalization Refactoring Tool

1 function Dynamicalize(Program 𝑃 , File 𝐹𝑙, Selection 𝑆)
2 AST 𝑇 = BuildAST(𝐹𝑙)
3 AST 𝑇 𝑡 = Transform(𝑇 , 𝑃 )
4 if (! isSourceSlice(𝑇 𝑡, 𝑆)) return ‘‘Invalid selection’’
5 AstForest 𝐹 = GetAST(𝑇 𝑡, 𝑆)
6 Template 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = PartitionAndParameterize(𝐹 )
7 if (𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑦𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒) return ‘‘No repetition in selection’’
8 ASTForest 𝐹𝐷 = GenAST(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒)
9 FillInCode(𝐹𝑙, 𝑆, 𝐹𝐷)

10
11 function Transform(AST 𝑇 , Program 𝑃 )
12 Dmodel 𝐷 = BuildDmodel(𝑇 , 𝑃 )
13 HtmlTokenSequence 𝐻 = Parse(𝐷)
14 for each echo statement 𝑒 in 𝑇
15 List<Literal> 𝐿
16 for each literal node 𝑙 under 𝑒
17 𝐿.Add(tokenize(𝑙, 𝐻))
18 List<EchoStatement> 𝑆 = CreateEcho(𝐿)
19 Replace 𝑒 with 𝐿
20
21 function isSourceSlice(AST 𝑇 , Selection 𝑆)
22 Integer 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟 = GetFirstNonWhilteSpaceChar(𝑆)
23 Integer 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟 = GetLastNonWhilteSpaceChar(𝑆)
24 AstNode 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 = GetHighestAstNodeStartsAt(𝑇 , 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟)
25 AstNode 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 = GetHighestAstNodeEndsAt(𝑇 , 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟)
26 if (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒.parent = 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒.parent) return true else return false
27
28 function GenAST(Template 𝑡)
29 List<AstNode> 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 = list of placeholder nodes in 𝑡.forest
30 Create an initialization of an array 𝑎
31 for i = 1 to 𝑡.numberOfRepetitions
32 Create an array 𝑎1 holding all replacement values for repetition 𝑖
33 for j = 1 to 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠.size
34 𝑎1.elements.Add(𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠[j].replacements[i])
35 𝑎.elements.Add(𝑎1)
36 for i = 1 to 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠.size
37 Replace 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠[i] with an array access expression 𝑎1[𝑖]
38 Create a for statement 𝑓 iterating 𝑎 with a block containing 𝑡.forest
39 return 𝑎 and 𝑓

Fig. 5. Output-oriented Dynamicalization Refactoring (1)

into six code tokens (e.g. “<”, “OPTION”, “VALUE”, etc). In
Figure 8, six echo statements are created in the AST and their
subtrees replace the original ones for the HTML code.

2) Step 2: Validating User Selection as a Source Slice:
(lines 21-26) First, the leading/trailing whitespaces and com-
ments in the user’s selection is discarded. If the remaining
content 𝑆 corresponds to a consecutive sequence of PHP

statements, then 𝑆 is a valid source slice. To do this validation,
WebDyn checks whether the starting and ending AST nodes
of the remaining content of 𝑆 have the same parent node.

3) Step 3. Partitioning and Parameterizing Source
Slices: (Figure 6) In this step, WebDyn takes a sequence
of consecutive AST sub-trees (a forest 𝐹 ) and partition it into
sub-sequences of AST sub-trees that have the same structure.
It searches for the partition solution with the highest score. A
score is defined as the product of the number of partitions and
the number of dynamicalized tokens in embedded code (lines
45-46). The rationale is that we want to have refactored code
with less embedded code, thus, we favor more partitions.

Since the repetition is often on the declarations of HTML
elements, each partition will start at an opening HTML tag.
Thus, in the selected AST forest, WebDyn first determines the
node locations of all opening HTML tags (line 3). It processes
each group of the tags of the same type individually (lines 4-
7). For each group, it maintains a list 𝐿 of the locations of the
opening tags. A partition solution can be represented by a list
of locations called pivots, which is a sub-list of 𝐿.

WebDyn searches for the best sub-list using a hill-climbing
strategy (lines 17-34). That is, it stops when the current
partition solution does not have higher score than the current
best solution (lines 19-23). During searching, for each location
𝐿𝑜𝑐 in 𝐿, it has two choices: marking it as a pivot, i.e. the start
of a partition (lines 30-32) or not (lines 33-34). 𝐿𝑜𝑐 is a pivot
when either it corresponds to the first partition or its newly
formed partition matches to the first partition (lines 24-29).

Two partitions are considered matched (lines 36-37) if their
alignment score computed via a standard sequence alignment
method is higher than a threshold. Function Align (lines 39-43)
computes the alignment score of two sub-trees.

When a partition is selected (lines 27-28), its parameterized
template and the prior partitions are updated (function Update).
The leaf nodes with the values different from those of the
corresponding nodes in the previous partitions are marked as
place holders (line 53). Nodes with no correspondences in
previous partitions are also marked as place holders (line 57).
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1 function PartitionAndParameterize(AstForest 𝐹 )
2 global Template 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = EmptyTemplate
3 Map<Name, List<Integer>> 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑠 = GetOpenTags(𝐹 )
4 for each tag name 𝑛
5 List<Integer> 𝐿 = 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑠[𝑛]
6 Stack 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠.Push(0)
7 PartitionAndParameterize(𝐹 , 𝐿, 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠, EmptyTemplate, 0)
8 return 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
9

10 function GetOpenTags(AstForest 𝐹 )
11 Map<Name, List<Integer>> 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑠
12 for i = 0 to 𝐹 .size − 1
13 if AST 𝐹 [i] is an echo statement ∧ 𝐹 [i] contains opening tag 𝑡
14 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑠[𝑡.name].Add(i)
15 return 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑠
16
17 function PartitionAndParameterize(AstForest 𝐹 , List<Integer> 𝐿,
18 Stack<Integer> 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠, Template 𝑡, Integer 𝑙𝑜𝑐)
19 if (𝑙𝑜𝑐 = 𝐿.size − 1)
20 if (𝑡.numberOfRepetitions > 1 ∧ Score(𝑡) ≥ Score(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒)
21 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑡
22 else stop;
23 else
24 Boolean 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 = true
25 if (𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠.size = 1)
26 𝑡 = new Template(𝐹 .SubForest(𝐿[0], 𝐿[𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠[𝑙𝑜𝑐+1]]))
27 if Match(𝑡.forest, 𝐹 .SubForest(𝐿[𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠.peek()], 𝐿[𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠[𝑙𝑜𝑐+1]]) ∧

Update(𝑡, 𝐹 .SubForest(𝐿[𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠.Peek()], 𝐿[𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠[𝑙𝑜𝑐+1]]))
28 𝑡.numberOfRepetitions++
29 else 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 = false
30 if 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑
31 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠.Push(𝑙𝑜𝑐+ 1);
32 Partition (𝐹 , 𝐿, 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠, 𝑡, 𝑙𝑜𝑐+ 1)
33 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠.Pop()
34 Partition (𝐹 , 𝐿, 𝑃𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑠, 𝑡, 𝑙𝑜𝑐+ 1)
35
36 function Match(AstForest 𝐹1, AstForest 𝐹2)
37 return Align(𝐹1, 𝐹2) ≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
38
39 function Align(AstNode 𝑛1, AstNode 𝑛2)
40 if 𝑛1.type ∕= 𝑛2.type return 0;
41 if 𝑛1 is an echo statement
42 if 𝑛1.expressions = 𝑛2.expressions return 1 else return 0.5
43 return 0.5 + Align(𝑛1.childrenForest, 𝑛2.childrenForest)
44
45 function Score(Template 𝑡)
46 return 𝑡.numberOfStaticClientToken ∗ 𝑡.numberOfRepetitions
47
48 function Update(Template 𝑡, AstForest 𝐹2)
49 AstForest 𝐹1 = 𝑡.forest
50 for each matched pair of AST nodes 𝑛1 in 𝐹1 and 𝑛2 in 𝐹2
51 𝑛1.replacements.Add(𝑛2)
52 if 𝑛1.IsLeafNode
53 if 𝑛1.value ∕= 𝑛2.value, Mark 𝑛1 as a placeholder AST node
54 else return Update(𝑛1.childrenForest, 𝑛2.childrenForest)
55 for each unmatched AST node 𝑛1 in 𝐹1
56 if 𝑛1 is not an expression return false;
57 Mark 𝑛1 as a placeholder node
58 𝑛1.replacements.Add(null)
59 for each unmatched AST node 𝑛2 in 𝐹2
60 if 𝑛2 is not an expression return false;
61 Add a placeholder subtree rooting at 𝑛1 for 𝑛2 in 𝐹1
62 for i = 0 to 𝑡.numberOfRepetitions 𝑛1.replacements.Add(null)
63 𝑛1.replacements.Add(𝑛2)
64 return true

Fig. 6. Output-oriented Dynamicalization Refactoring (2)

4) Step 4. Generating Dynamicalization Source Slice:
With the best partition, WebDyn generates the corresponding
PHP code. The generated code has an array to store different
strings at the place holders. Then, it generates a loop iterating
through that array and produces the code based on the shared
template among the partitions. If the place holders have the
values made from the iterating variables, it will use them.

Currently, WebDyn parameterizes only expressions.
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Fig. 7. Abstract Syntax Tree for the HTML <OPTION> element
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Fig. 8. Transformed Abstract Syntax Tree for HTML <OPTION> element

VII. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

This section presents our empirical evaluation on WebDyn’s
accuracy. We checked out the initial revisions of 5 open-source
PHP systems (Table III). Four of them had been used in our
exploratory study in different ranges of revisions. We chose the
early revisions so that there would be more candidate code for
refactoring. We wrote an evaluation tool to automatically select
blocks of code for dynamicalizing refactoring in each project.
For each starting line, the tool started with the maximum
selection of 20 lines and requested WebDyn for refactoring. If
the selection was not a valid source slice, it tried the selection
with one line smaller until the code block was valid for refac-
toring or no selected line left. We recorded all those invalid
selections. When the selection was valid, WebDyn would try
to refactor to either produce the refactored code or notify that
the source slice has no repeated embedded client code. In the
former case, we manually checked if the transformed code was
syntactically correct and generated the equivalent client code.
In the latter, we also manually verified if the selected code
had no repetition to refactor. In this way, we could exercise
the tool with different scenarios: invalid selections, selections
with no embedded client code or with no repeated client code,
and selections which could be dynamicalized.

A. Accuracy in Dynamicalization Refactoring

Table III shows the results on WebDyn’s accuracy. Under
column Selection, column 𝐸𝑚𝑏 shows the number of selections
containing no embedded client code, column 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡 shows
that of the selections with no repetition, and column Dyn shows
the number of dynamicalizable selections. Since a dynami-
calizable block can appear in multiple selections, the selec-
tion sets corresponding to columns 𝐸𝑚𝑏, 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡.𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙, and
Dyn.Total are not exclusive. We manually checked all results in
all cases. However, since the number of non-dynamicalizable
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TABLE III
WEBDYN’S DYNAMICALIZATION REFACTORING ACCURACY

System F. KLOC Selection

Total Invalid 𝐸𝑚𝑏 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡 Dyn

(K) (K) Total Prec. Total Prec.

AddressBook 17 1.6 10 9 265 429 97% 5 100%
DotProject 61 7.9 35 31 1,345 2,237 100% 28 100%
LimeSurvey 17 4.7 43 40 1,162 1,151 100% 6 100%
PhpFusion 146 17.0 166 152 4,943 3,922 96% 70 100%
PostfixAdmin 50 6.9 45 42 3,240 201 100% 2 100%

Average 99% 100%

selections is large (1,000-10,000), we randomly chose 100
samples for each of the three categories for manually checking.

As seen, for the dynamicalizable selections, WebDyn has
100% precision. All refactored code has the equivalent client-
side code. For the selections that are invalid or have no em-
bedded code, it also achieves 100%. For the selections with no
repetition, it achieves 100% for 3 systems and 99% on average
for all 5 systems. The high accuracy in non-dynamicalizable
cases reflects high recall since WebDyn misses very few dy-
namicalizable ones. The missing cases are due to the approx-
imation in PhpSync and our repetition detection algorithm.

B. Characteristics of Refactored Code

To better understand the characteristics of the dynamicalized
code, we further analyzed their locations in the code, sizes,
the level of repetition and the amount of code that was
refactored. The result is shown in Table IV. For all systems, the
dynamicalizable code appears in many files. In four of them,
almost 30% of the files has such code. However, the size of
such code is usually small, mostly around 2-4 lines. PhpFusion

has the largest one (17 LOCs) and also has the highest number
of large code. The number in column Repetitions is the number
of (repeated) partitions that had been parameterized. Most dy-
namicalization cases have two partitions. AddressBook has one
case of 26 partitions, which will be shown in Section VII-C.

To measure the amount of code that was refactored, we
computed the Dynamicalization ratio, which is the ratio between
the amount of embedded code after and before refactoring.
The lower this number is, the more dynamic the selected code
can be. In most cases, this ratio is 40%-50% which is highly
co-related with the dominance of two repetitions. PhpFusion

has the maximum of 5 partitions, and this ratio can be as low
as 5%. This is possible thanks to our mapping of the different
values among partitions to the iteration variable of the loop.

C. Case Studies

Case Study 1. Figure 9 shows a case in AddressBook. The
hyperlinks (enclosed by the anchor tags) share most of their
HTML code except for their href attributes (‘a’, ‘b’ ... ‘z’) and
inner texts (‘A’, ‘B’ ... ‘Z’). WebDyn was able to recognize this
repetition and dynamicalize it to remove the duplicated code.
The code is not only shorter but also more readable. More
importantly, it could be easier to maintain. For changing the

a) Original code (AddressBook/index.php):

echo ‘‘<a style=’ font−size:75%’ href=’$link=a’>A</a> ∣ ...
∣ <a style=’font−size:75%’ href=’$link=z’>Z</a> ∣”;

b) Dynamicalized code:

$ array1 = array(array (‘‘ a”, ‘‘ A”), array (‘‘ b”, ‘‘ B”), ..., array (‘‘ z ”, ‘‘ Z”)) ;
for ($ index1 = 0; $ index1 < count($ array1); $ index1++) {

$ value = $ array1[$ index1];
echo ‘‘<a style=’ font−size:75%’ href=’$link=$ value[0]’>$ value[1]</a> ∣

”;
}

Fig. 9. Dynamicalization in AddressBook

a) Original code (LimeSurvey/admin/dataentry.php):

1 echo ‘‘ $setfont<INPUT TYPE=’...’ NAME=’...’ VALUE=’Y’”;
2 if ($idrow[$i]== ‘‘ Y”) {echo ‘‘ CHECKED”;} echo ”>Yes&nbsp;”;
3 echo ‘‘ $setfont<INPUT TYPE=’...’ NAME=’...’ VALUE=’N’”;
4 if ($idrow[$i]== ‘‘ N”) {echo ‘‘ CHECKED”;} echo ”>No&nbsp;”;

b) Dynamicalized code:

1 $ array1 = array(array (‘‘ Y”, ‘‘ Yes”, $setfont) , array (‘‘ N”, ‘‘ No”, ””) ) ;
2 for ($ index1 = 0; $ index1 < count($ array1); $ index1++) {
3 $ value = $ array1[$ index1];
4 echo ‘‘<INPUT TYPE=’...’ NAME=’”; echo ...;
5 echo ‘‘’ VALUE=’”; echo $ value[0]; echo ”’”;
6 if ($idrow[$i]==$ value[0]) {echo ‘‘ CHECKED”;}
7 echo ”>$ value[1]&nbsp;$ value[2]”;
8 }

Fig. 10. Dynamicalization in LimeSurvey

font-size, one would just edit a token in the dynamicalized code
while (s)he would have to edit 26 places in the original code.

Case Study 2. Figure 10 displays another case in LimeSur-

vey. The original PHP code is highly intermixed with its
embedded HTML code. However, WebDyn was still able to
identify two code fragments sharing the same structure (lines
1-2, and lines 3-4, Figure 10a). Though the result is correct, it
might be different from the result of manual refactoring where
the repeated code could start from the variable at the beginning
of the echo statement. This difference is caused by our current
algorithm that always starts a partition with an opening tag.
Threats to Validity. The result was checked manually. It has
inherent threats from PhpSync for D-model building and pars-
ing. Five selected subject systems might not be representative.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Refactoring is an important part of software maintenance.
Mens et al. [13] provide a comprehensive survey on refac-
toring. However, there are not many approaches addressing
refactorings for dynamic, multi-lingual Web code.

There is research on refactoring for Web applications at
coarser-grained levels. Cabot and Gomez [2] introduce a
catalog of refactoring changes for the navigational structure
of a Web application. Rossi et al. [20] and Garrido et al. [8]
propose methods to refactor on a Web architectural model.
Ping and Kontogiannis [18] refactor Web sites via clustering
pages and inter-links toward control-centric architecture. Ricca
and Tonella [19] define code structuring for Web languages,
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TABLE IV
WEBDYN’S DYNAMICALIZATION REFACTORING RESULT

System Dyn F. %F. LOC %LOC Lines Repetitions Dynamicalization ratio

1 2 4 8 16 More 2 3 4 5 More 5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% More

AddressBook 5 5 29% 30 1.8% 1 1 1 0 2 0 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2
DotProject 28 28 46% 113 1.4% 0 15 6 5 2 0 21 6 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 4 16 3
LimeSurvey 6 6 35% 16 0.3% 0 5 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0
PhpFusion 70 70 48% 345 2.0% 2 28 13 16 10 1 53 10 3 4 0 1 0 7 12 21 26 3
PostfixAdmin 2 2 4% 4 0.1% 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

but they focus on coarse-grained changes. Di Lucca et al. [4],
[5] develop Page Control Flow Graph (PCFG). In PCFG,
in which a node represents a sequence of unconditionally
executed statements, and an edge represents the control flow
among statements. They also develop WARE [5], a dynamic
analysis framework for reverse engineering of a UML-like di-
agram among coarse-grained Web entities. Graunke et al. [10]
introduce a Web CFG that takes into account both programs
and their display elements with user interactions. DSketch [3]
supports finding dependencies among Web entities.

In comparison, WebDyn has key differences with those ap-
proaches. First, the above approaches do not analyze dynamic,
embedded code and its relation to the host program. Second,
their goal is more toward program comprehension and archi-
tectural recovery. They focus more on linking structure among
Web pages, rather than fine-grained Web code refactoring.

Minamide [14]’s string analyzer approximates the output
of a PHP program via a context-free grammar. It requires a
regular expression describing the input. Based on that, Wang et
al. [21] computed the constant strings visible from the browser
for translation. WebDyn uses D-model [16] to approximate the
output of PHP code via symbolic execution, without the input.
Our prior tool [17] supports renaming for embedded entities. It
also uses D-model and has a HTML parser to produce program
tokens in embedded languages HTML and JS. We use both
D-model and that parser to support WebDyn’s refactorings.

Research on refactoring recovery for single-language pro-
grams has been extensive [6], [22], [1], [9]. Our work is related
to research in original analysis during software evolution [12],
[9], [11], [7]. It is also related to clone detection, especially
for Web code. Muhammad et al. [15] use Island grammar for
such detection. We use PhpSync to approximate the output.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an empirical study on several PHP-
based Web applications. We found that after an output-
oriented refactoring, server code is more dynamic, but the
corresponding output client-side code provides the same be-
havior. We also develop WebDyn, a method/tool to support
dynamicalization refactorings. Our empirical evaluation on
several dynamic Web applications shows that WebDyn can
achieve 100% accuracy in such refactorings. In future work,
we plan to conduct a controlled experiment on human subjects
to study the usability of WebDyn and improve it to match
better with developers’ intention. We will measure other code
quality metrics such as code readability/maintainability.
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